The annotation guidelines
TODO: There are currently two sheets - the first one contains the current (full) version of the

corpus, while the second one contains tweets that had been wrongly annotated at first (they
contain up to 280 characters but the text is limited to 140). Metadata and several other categories
remain valid and are left intact. Contributions are more than welcome.
GENERAL:
A. Try to leave your own political / social / cultural opinions aside and aim for maximum
objectivity, i.e., focus on the tweet itself (however, some political knowledge is required
to detect sarcasm).
B. If unsure about the verdict, highlight the tweet or just leave it unannotated. Anyway, it’s
only beneficial to have more than one opinion, so any input is more than welcome! This
also applies to adding your own polarity verdict to already annotated entries.
C. The first part (some 1500 tweets) needs heavy editing (copying and pasting the rest of the
tweet) — it took me one week to notice that Twitter changed the max. tweet length back
in 2017.
D. To maintain some kind of order in the rapidly growing table, empty cells are padded with
N/A.
E. Any category can contain more than one label. For example, sometimes it is perfectly
appropriate to assign the labels ‘agitated’ and ‘sarcasm’ to a given tweet.
a. example: EAnd I'm sorry that you are and for ever will be an utter twat who thinks wheat is a bit naughty
#TheresaMay #Bellend

F. If you notice that an unannotated tweet is either completely unrelated to politics or is
simply a quoted headline (or in any other way doesn’t fit the database), delete it and leave
an appropriate comment.
G. The focus is on political tweets from the English-speaking countries (first official
language, that is). Currently the corpus includes tweets related to political affairs in the
USA, the UK, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada.
H. To make the corpus clear and easy to navigate, please use the following formatting
guidelines:
a. font: Helvetica Neue
b. size: 10
c. borders: both horizontal and vertical
d. horizontal alignment: centre
e. vertical alignment: middle
f. text wrapping: wrap

